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and inedicine. "The Surgery of the Abdomen, including
Hernia," by-William B. Caley, embracing 125 pages, is of itself
quite worth the subscription price. The subject is most
thoroughiy gone over, and the latest methods of intestinal
surgery conpletey elucidated. The Leplace forceps for closure
of the divided ends of the gut in making anastomosis
Hlaslcad's rubber inflators, and all the inany other devices of
intestinal surgery are described. " Gyneeology," by Dr. John
E. Clark, embraces 108 pages, and is written in a most con-
servative vein. It does one good to read of gynecological
subjects treated in this manner, because of the great desire to
operate " early and often " t.hat the general literature points to.
Beside these two admirable essays, Dr. Alfred Stengel devotes
128 pages to "Diseases of the Blood," etc., and Dr. Edward
Jackson eighty pages to ophthalmology. We know of no series
that has ever appeared that contains so much kernel as Pro-
gr.Mire MAeiine.____

E nlargement of tw Prostate ; ils Treament and Radicel Cure.
By C. W. MAxSELL MOULLIN, M.D. (Oxon.) F.R.C.S., Surgeon
to and Lecturer on Surgeryat the London Hospital; Examiner
in Surgery at the University of Oxford, etc. Second edition,
with plates; octavo; 211 pages. Price, S1.50. London;
H. K. Lewis, 136 Gower Street, E.C.

It is pleasing to find a work appreciated to its full extent,
and the appearance of subsequent editions testifies most
emphatically to this point. The surgery of the prostate is
making rapid strides. There are comparatively few cases in
whicli relief cannot be offered at the present day. The author
in the preface to the second edition imakes clear this fact. Ie
says: "Thanks to the progress which has been mad in the
surgery of the prostate in the course of the last few years-
progress which only became possible when the true sexual
character of the gland had been once more established-there
is now no case of enlargenient in which perfect relief cannot
be obtained, provided only the secondary consequences which
so often and so entirely unnecessarily follow it, and which are
due in the vast najority of instances to the careless use of
catheters, have not been allowed to work irreparable harn upon
the walls of the bladder."' The work should be read by every
practising physician and its precepts followed.

Ifarner's Pocket Medi« Dic.tionary.-Warner's- Pocket
Medical Dictionary is an up-to-date work in every sense of the
word. The latest medical terins have all been added, 10,400
words, terms and phrases are spelled, pronounced and defined.
The definitions are concise and coniprehensive. Type bold and
easily readable. Paper and binding neat and especially service-
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